Abstract-Identity fraud has become one of major concerns for broad communities. The new information era needs a new digital identity infrastructure to support next generation Internet. This article suggests a hierarchical structure for digital identities. We define and classify all digital identities into three broad categories: Object, People and Organization. This paper is the first to systematically address the classification of digital identities. More and more individuals and communities heavily rely on the network. Many countries are trying their own digital identity initiatives, like E-passport, national smart card, etc. This article intends to initiate a discussion on a universal digital identity infrastructure for our future. We believe that in the near future all paper-based identities will be replaced by digital identities. A robust digital identity infrastructure will take a vital role in the future information age.
INTRODUCTION
Identity fraud/theft [1] was discussed by the Communications of ACM back to February 2000. Hal Berghel's "Digital Village" column has generated fruitful discussions on the alarm of identity fraud. As one of aftermaths of 9.11, the identity fraud has become one of major challenges for all concerned governments to their border protection, especially USA and its allies. The scope of identity fraud was discussed by Mercuri [2] in February, 2006. Mercuri believes that reported losses of identity theft incidents via using a computer were overestimated. As the article was published in 2006, the statement was acceptable because most people were still doing their business via a conventional way. If most people do their business via the Internet in the future, the crime of identity fraud will all be relevant to a computer and its connected network. No government can neglect the impact of the Internet and its new technologies. In the near future, all governments, communities, individuals will heavily depend on the Internet. Current identity infrastructure has quickly become obsolete. It is essential to build a robust digital identity infrastructure for the future networked society.
II. DIGITAL IDENTITY-DEFINITION-

CATEGORIES
The Internet revolution has transferred paper-based identity into digitalized identity which is referred as digital identity. There are some ongoing projects which are systematically addressing the digital identity challenges, like VeryIDX [3, 10, 11] , Liberty Alliance [4], Microsoft Identity Lifecycle Manager 2 (ILM 2) [5] , etc. VeryIDX is driven by an active leading academic research group at the Center for Education and Research in Information Assurance and Security (CERIAS), Purdue University, to focus on the theoretical exploration on digital identity system. Liberty Alliance is driven by government and industrial groups to focus on the policy framework of digital identity systems. Microsoft ILM2 is a leading practical digital identity management system. Their efforts on digital identity have reflected the importance of a robust digital identity infrastructure.
III.
DEFINITION OF DIGITAL IDENTITY Like a driving license, it allows to have a privilege to drive a vehicle on the prescribed road. An Australian driving licence has a licence number, driver's name, address, date of birth, sex, heights, conditions, marine, blood type, class, effective date, expiry date, and signature. The driving licence is actually an identity for its holder to have a driving privilege/right. The driving license as an identity represents its holder and his/her driving privilege. Since the whole society is being transferred to a universal networked environment, all the entities in the connected virtual communities [6, 13, 14] 
need their digital
Proceedings of the 2011 15th International Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work in Design 978-1-4577-0387-4/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE representation so that they can interact with others. So far digital identity is widely accepted as the digital representation of network entities by the individuals, communities and governments. Based on Wikipedia, Digital identity [7, 8, 11, 12] refers to the aspect of digital technology that is concerned with the mediation of people's experience of their own identity and the identity of other people and things. Digital identity also has another common usage as the digital representation of a set of claims made by one digital subject about itself or another digital subject. From this definition, actually digital identity is categorised into two major classes: people and objects. Except for people and objects, the identities of organisations will also need a digital presentation as in the future probably all organisations would be connected by the network. Thus digital identity has three essential categories: People, objects and organisations.
People: In a networked environment, people need their digital identities to acquire the privileges to use the prescribed network or network-connected resource, like E-driving license, Epassport, E-healthcare card, etc. In the future, all vehicles are connected by the network, if a driver holds a verified E-drving license, he/she can drive the vehicle. People will not need their paper-based passports while they can travel with their Epassports. People who go to the hospital do not need their traditional healthcare card as long as they have been issued an Ehealthcare card. All these E-format identities which represent people are classified as people-based digital identities. In the some circumstance, a group of people may require the same privileges for their duties. Like all traffic police should have a privilege to check the E-driving licenses. Some format of digital identity is needed to be issued to all traffic police so that they can have the privilege to check the E-driving licenses. Similarly many government agents can get a group-based digital identity for their common duties. Thus people-based digital identity should be classified into the categories: individual-based digital identity and group-based digital identity. The Figure 1 shows the compositions of an individual digital identity. Same America is an individual. He will be issued a unique digital identity from a governing body/ qualified authority. Sam can have a set of subdigital identities, like E-passport, E-driving license, E-healthcare card, E-social security card, etc. Sam's sub-digital identities will inherit the properties of his parent. All Sam's sub-digital identities will include their own attributes. This tree structure of individual digital identity ensures the uniqueness of any digital identities of an individual. A group-based digital identity is illustrated as the following diagram ( Figure 2 ). Similarly group-based digital identities can be structured as a tree. A group-based digital identity can include a set of sub group digital identities. A sub group identity can further have its own child group identities. The bottom of group digital identity tree is attached by each individual digital identity which belongs to a sub-group digital identity. The uniqueness of group-based digital identity can be guaranteed by the tree-like structure which should be required by the government or authorised agencies.
Figure 1 Structure of Individual Digital Identity
Objects: Objects here are defined any network resource or network-connected resource. Network resource or Networkconnected resource includes computers, printers, PDAs, routers, switchers, Network-connected cars and home appliances, etc. Any object does have to have its unique digital identity to be assigned into network users. The following diagram (Figure 3) shows the composition of an object digital identity. Object identifier need to be a unique format to represent the object. All the properties of an objection are expressed in a set of attributes which describe the usage and functions of the object. Objects: Objects here are defined any network resource or network-connected resource. Network resource or Networkconnected resource includes computers, printers, PDAs, routers, switchers, Network-connected cars and home appliances, etc.
Any object does have to have its unique digital identity to be assigned into network users. The following diagram (Figure 3) shows the composition of an object digital identity. Object identifier need to be a unique format to represent the object. All the properties of an objection are expressed in a set of attributes which describe the usage and functions of the object.
Organisations: Since human history moved into earlier civilization, the organisations have been taking an important role in the human society. In the ancient time, the tribes and villages are the main form of organisations. After the second industrial revolution, the human being's activities are more associated with all different organisations, like all different levels of government, industrial companies, and educational units from kindergartens to universities, hospitals, etc. In the near future, all organisations will be connected by the network. All the organisations need their digital identities to represent them to fulfil their business functions via the new generation Internet. It is very important to establish the digital identity for all connected organizations. The following diagram (Figure 4) shows a typical digital identity for an organization.
IV. STRUCTURE OF DIGITAL IDENTITY
INFRASTRUCTURE
Based on the main stream of current human society power hierarchy, we design the following digital identity structure for the Internet [ Figure 5 ].
This tree-structured hierarchy ensures the uniqueness and efficiency of digital identity domains. Under this governing tree, each individual digital identity domain forms its own autonomy. We denote Ψ as a whole set of all digital identities. We denote Л as a whole set of all digital identities of people. We denote Љ as a whole set of all digital identities of objects. We denote Г as a whole set of all digital identities of organisations. The cardinality of Ψ has to be equal to the sum of cardinalities of Г, Љ and Л as Formula 1. 
Enrolment
As we discussed previously, the overall structure of digital identity is a hierarchy [ Figure 6 ] which is similar to the current governmental structure. Each individual digital identity domain will have a registration authority (RA). RA is in charge of enrolment of digital identities for its governed domain. When you want a passport, you know you should go to passport office or its agency. Similarly when you need a digital identity, you need contact an RA in your domain. Though RA has the similar authority like passport office, RA in most case is a securityhardened computer or server. RA itself will be authenticated by PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) and X. 509 [9] .
Verification and issuance
After RA receives any requests for digital identities, RA will start the different verification processes according to different assurance requirements. Based on Liberty Alliance Group, there are four different assurance levels: Little or no confidence in the asserted identity's validity (L1); some confidence in the asserted identity's validity (L2); High confidence in the asserted identity's validity (L3); Very high confidence in the asserted identity's validity (L4). If an applicant requests a L1 digital identity, there is no special verification processes involved and normally the applicant can get his/her requested digital identity straight away. A similar process, when you register your user account on Expedia for a booking, you will get your requested account and password straight after you fill in the on-line form. Most requests for object digital identity belong to L1. If an applicant requests a L2 digital identity, RA does need an extra on-line verification after the requested information is submitted online, like when you request an online bank account, all submitted information has to be accurately verified online, then you are able to get your online account number, password, and the exact answers of selected security questions. If an applicant requests a L3 digital identity, RA must conduct a substantial proofing and authentication. Similarly when you apply your passport, driving license and credit card, you have to show prescribed "soft" or "hard" evidences. Under L3 scenarios, RA will have to do the off-line verification if required because L3 digital identity holder, like a stock broker, will have a capacity to use or manipulate sensitive information. If an applicant requests a L4 digital identity, RA will have to use a very comprehensive proofing and authentication. Under L4 scrutiny, all prescribed evidences must be presented in person with the original issued form. All the best practice of cryptographic technology must be used to ensure the security of this category digital identity because this category digital identity holder, like an executive of large bank or a higher ranked FBI agent, will have a capacity to use or manipulate a large volume of sensitive information. After the proper verification process is fully conducted, RA will decide whether or not to issue a suitable classified digital identity to the applicant.
Usage
After a digital identity is issued by its RA in the domain, it will bind its attributes with privileges. The digital identity holder can start to use the network resource or it can be used as a registered network resource and is assigned to other digital identity in the same domain. If the operation of any digital identity is out of its own autonomy, the interoperability must be further considered. As we mentioned in the early paragraph, An Australian driving licence has a different format and attributes from an American driving licence or a Canadian driving licence. Similarly the same digital identity, like E-passports, across different domains may have a different format and attributes. Thus we need to build an interoperable digital identity infrastructure for the digital identity usage. 
Update
When you move to a new address, you have to report to BMV for your driving licence. Similarly update is essential to reflect any changes of digital identities in the domain. When any identity is issued, there is a compulsory condition for reporting any changes to its governed RA in the domain. When a digital identity changes its assurance level or classified category, the system must dynamically reflect the alteration. Update will keep the digital identity system dynamic and up to date. Any new updates will be logged and all relevant autonomy domains must be notified. RA is fully responsible for recording and monitoring any new updates for its controlled domain.
Revocation
When any digital identity becomes obsolete for any reason, RA must remove the digital identity from the system and notify all relevant domains to stop allowing any usage of the digital identity. This is the end stage of any digital identity life cycle.
Auditing
As the digital identity infrastructure is crucial for the future networked environment and all communities which heavily depend on the digital identity systems, all the activities in the digital identity life cycle must be carefully scrutinized. The trace of a digital identity could be relevant to personal privacy and sensitive information, and even could lead to the clues about national security, like terrorism monitoring via the activities of suspect's digital identity. All stages in a digital identity life cycle should be properly audited to ensure the security and privacy of digital identity.
VI.
CONCLUSION More and more individuals and communities heavily rely on the network. Many countries are trying their own digital identity initiatives, like E-passport, national smart card, etc. Our information era needs a robust digital identity infrastructure to support all the activities of our networked society. This article intends to initiate a universal digital identity infrastructure for our future. We believe that in the near future all paper-based identities will be replaced by digital identities. A robust digital identity infrastructure will take a vital role in the future information age.
